1. HFGS REQUESTS FOLLOWING ADDITIONAL DATA ON CICHIN FAIR:
   A. WILL EXHIBIT INCLUDE TRUCKS, TRACTORS, AGRICULTURAL
      AND INDUSTRIAL MACHINERY, AND ELECTRONIC HARDWARE?
   B. CAN STATION ARRANGE SECURE NIGHT ACCESS TO EXHIBIT
      BUILDING FOR CHECKING TIMES TO EXPLOIT BY INFRARED PHOTOGRAPHY?

2. CIVILIANS ASSIGNED TO JOINT CHECKING CENTER ALSO
   DESIRE PARTICIPATE IN COLLECTION AT FAIR. IF NIGHT ACCESS PER
   PARA 1 (B) ABOVE ARRANGED, HFGS STATION SEE CONTROL TO INSTRUCT
   HUM TO CHECK TIMES WITH SPECIFIC PERSONELS.

END OF MESSAGE

ASA/ER J. E. Alexandrini (IH draft)

ST/FR/ER S. V. Fiser (IH draft)